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1. Linear regression models

Let (Y,X, ε) be random variables such that:

Y = a+ bX + ε(1)

a and b are unknown parameters, where E[ε|X] = 0. Show that E[ε|X] = 0 implies
the following: (i) E[Xε] = 0, (ii) Cov(X, ε) = 0, and (iii) E[ε] = 0.

Suppose n i.i.d random samples: (yi, xi, εi) for i = 1, . . . , n are drawn from the
data-generating model, but we only observe (yi, xi)

n
i=1 as our dataset.

Three ways of estimating a and b, all leading to the same estimators!

Method of moments.

E[εX] = 0(2)

E[XY − aX − bX2] = 0(3)

E[ε] = 0(4)

E[Y − a− bX] = 0(5)

Or we can use Maximum Likelihood Estimator, but we have to additionally assume
that ε ∼ N (0, σ2), or equivalently, Y − a− bX ∼ N (0, σ2). Therefore,

L(a, b, σ|x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn) =
n∏
i=1

φ

(
yi − a− bxi

σ

)
(6)

argmax
a,b,σ

n∑
i=1

log φ

(
yi − a− bxi

σ

)
(7)
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Where φ is the pdf of the standard Normal.

The third method is to minimize the sum of squared errors using calculus: mina,b
∑n

i=1(yi−
a− bxi)2.

1.1. Multivariate linear regression

Now consider:

Y = β1X1 + β2X2 + · · ·+ βKXK + ε(8)

Suppose we draw n i.i.d random samples: (yi, xi1, xi2, . . . , xiK , εi) for i = 1, . . . , n
from the data-generating process above. However, εi is unobserved, we only observe
(yi, xi1, xi2, . . . , xiK), which we refer to as the “dataset” . The dataset is related as
follows.

yi = β1xi1 + β2xi2 + · · ·+ βkxiK + εi(9)

We can manipulate this equation using Matrix Algebra.

y =

y1...
yn



ε =

ε1...
εn


X =

[
X1, X2, · · · , XK

]
Where Xk is a n×1 column vector containing the k-th explanatory variable. Other
names for explanatory variable: features (used by computer scientists), covariates,
regressors (used by economists).

Xk =

x1k...
xnk


(x1k, x2k, . . . , xik, . . . , xnk) are called observations for the k-th covariate.
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X =

x11 · · · x1K
...

. . .
...

xn1 · · · xnK



β =

β1...
βK


y = Xβ + ε

Xβ is the matrix product of a n×k matrix with a k×1 matrix, resulting in a n×1
matrix.

Our entire dataset are contained in the data matrix [y,X].

2. Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimator

How do we estimate the β? If we were to use Method of Moments, we need at least
K number of moments conditions.

The assumption we need is that X is exogenous, also known as the conditional
mean independence assumption: E[ε|X1] = 0, E[ε|X2] = 0, . . . , E[ε|XK ] = 0. The
error term is (conditionally mean) independent of each of the K explanatory vari-
able.

The sample moment conditions can be written as:
∑n

i=1 xi1εi = 0,
∑n

i=1 xi2εi = 0,
. . . ,

∑n
i=1 xikεi = 0. In matrix notation:

XT
1 ε = 0(10)

...

XT
k ε = 0(11)

Now XT
k is the matrix transpose of Xk, therefore, XT

k is a 1×n row vector. XT
k =[

x1k, x2k, · · · , xnk
]
.

Finally, all the sample moment conditions can be summarized as just:

XTε = 0K(12)

Where 0K is a K × 1 vector of zeros. XT is a K × n matrix, while ε is a n × 1
matrix, therefore their matrix product has dimension K × 1.
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Now, we can derive the OLS (Ordinary Least Square) estimators:

XTε = 0(13)

XT (y −Xβ) = 0(14)

XTy −XTXβ = 0(15)

(XTX)−1XTy − (XTX)−1XTXβ = 0(16)

(XTX)−1XTy − β = 0(17)

β = (XTX)−1XTy(18)

Note that the right-hand side of β = (XTX)−1XTy consists entirely of the com-
ponents of the data matrix. Therefore this is a valid estimator.

2.1. OLS simulation

It is instructive to implement OLS estimators in a programming language of your
choice. For this section, please refer to the Python Notebook or R Markdown.

Let the (true) data-generating process be Yi = 2 − 3Xi1 + 0.5Xi2 + εi for i =
1, . . . , 1000, where εi ∼ i.i.d N (0, 2), xi1 ∼ i.i.d Exponential(0.5), and xi2 ∼ i.i.d
N (−1, 1). The true coefficient/parameters are therefore β = [2,−3, 0.5]T . Since yi
is related to the other variables, we generate yi through yi = 2− 3xi1 + 0.5xi2 + εi.
After we generated the data matrix, we stack them according to the data matrix
[y,X]. We compute the OLS estimator β̂ = (XTX)−1XTy, and compare it to the
true value.

How do we estimate the variance of εi? Sum of squares residuals.

E[ε2] ≈ 1

n
(y −Xβ̂)T (y −Xβ̂)(19)

3. Multicollinearity

The OLS estimator is β̂ = (XTX)−1XTy.

The matrix (XTX) needs to be invertible. A square matrix that is not invertible is
called singular. A square matrix is singular if and only if its determinant is 0.

The matrix (XTX) has an inverse if the columns of X are linearly independent.
((XTX) has a full column rank).

Suppose a particular column of X can be written as a linear function of some other
columns ofX (for example,Xk = λ1X1+λ2X2), then we say that there is a perfect
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multicollinearity. The regressors are linearly dependent. (XTX) does not have
an inverse – OLS estimator is ill-defined. When one of the regressors are too similar
to another regressor, we cannot separately identify their respective coefficients.

In general, even when there is no exact linear relationship between the regressors,
OLS estimator will run into problem when one of the regressors are highly correlated
with another regressor. This is the multicollinearity problem. The inverse (XTX)
is almost singular. Computation of the inverse of an almost singular matrix is highly
unstable and numerically imprecise.

Consider the simulation exercise before. Let the (true) data-generating process be
Yi = 2− 4Xi1 + 0.5Xi2 + εi for i = 1, . . . , 1000, where εi ∼ i.i.d N (0, 2), Xi1 ∼ i.i.d
Exponential(0.5), and Xi2 = 5− 2Xi1.

Now let Xi2 = 5− 2Xi1 + vi, where vi ∼ N (0, 0.1).

Multicollinearity can be detected by calculating the condition number of the matrix
(XTX). When the condition number is high, the matrix is ill-conditioned and
almost singular.1

4. Unbiasedness of OLS estimators

What does unbiasedness mean here? Recall the simulation exercise before – we get
different OLS estimates in different simulation when we draw a different random
sample from the DGP. What is the average of those OLS estimates over infinitely
many simulations?

Is the OLS estimator β̂ = (XTX)−1XTy unbiased? What does unbiasedness mean
here? We need a ground truth, and say that it is unbiased with respect to a data-
generating process.

DGP: (yi, xi1, xi2, . . . , xiK , εi), for i = 1, . . . , n, are generated from some joint distri-
bution that obeys the equation y = Xβ0 + ε. We can be agnostic about this joint
distribution, in particular, εi may not even be i.i.d across i.

Let β̂ be the OLS estimator.

1The condition number is computed by finding the square root of the maximum eigenvalue
divided by the minimum eigenvalue of the matrix. If the condition number is above 30, the
regression may have significant multicollinearity. The condition number of a matrix indicates the
potential sensitivity of the computed inverse to small changes in the original matrix.
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E[β̂] = E[(XTX)−1XTy](20)

= E[(XTX)−1XT (Xβ0 + ε)](21)

= E[β0 + (XTX)−1XTε](22)

= β0 + E[E[(XTX)−1XTε|X]](23)

= β0 + E[(XTX)−1XT E[ε|X]](24)

The Law of Iterated Expectation is applied in the last two equations. It is clear
that a sufficient condition for the unbiasedness of OLS estimator is that E[ε|X] = 0.
This expression means that E[εi|X] = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n. Further unpacking, it
means that εi for each i = 1, . . . , n is (conditionally mean) independent from the
entire matrix X, i.e. E[εi|x11, . . . , xik, . . . , xnk] = 0.

Two possible ways to satisfy E[εi|X] = 0.

(1) (εi, xi1, xi2, . . . , xiK) are independently and identically distributed across i from
some probability distributions, and E[εi|xi1, xi2, . . . , xiK ] = 0. In the i.i.d case, we
can drop the i subscript, and write E[ε|X1, X2, . . . , XK ] = 0. Now E[ε|X1, X2, . . . , XK ] =
0 implies that E[ε|Xk] = 0 for k = 1, . . . , K. This is what we assumed when we use
the Method of Moments to derive the OLS estimator. This is a sufficient but not a
necessary condition for unbiasedness.

(2)* (εi, xi1, xi2, . . . , xiK) are not necessarily i.i.d across i, but E[εi|X] = 0 for each
i. Therefore, in the context of time-series where i.i.d does not hold true, OLS can
still be unbiased. There can be no correlation between the error term at time t and
your covariates at time 1, . . . , t, t + 1, t + 2, . . . , i.e. E[εi|X1k, . . . , Xik, . . . , Xnk] = 0
for all covariates k in order for E[εi|X] = 0.

Exogeneity alone guarantees unbiasedness. Exogeneity can be violated under many
circumstances – whenever the regressor is correlated with the error term. Let us
consider cross-sectional data, so that we are in the i.i.d scenario (the first scenario
above). The cross-sectional data consist of gas stations’ quantities sold (number
of gallons) and prices, across multiple gas stations at a given hour. If we regress
quantities sold on price, we expect the coefficient to be negative, i.e. high price
causes lower demand. But often this regression gives us positive price coefficient!
This is because price is an endogenous variable.

Prices are set strategically by firms. Suppose some gas station locations are popular
because of their more friendly staffs. Customers are willing to pay more for service
friendliness, and so firms respond by charging higher prices. Now it is highly unlikely
that we can ever observe or even measure service friendliness. Therefore, service
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friendliness becomes part of the error term ε that can explain demand. It follows
that ε correlates with price here (positive correlation according to our story). In
general, even if we can measure and observe service friendliness, there could be some
unobserved preference shocks that somehow drive higher demand at one location,
and which correlates with prices.

If price is set randomly (experimentation or A/B testing), then it would be ex-
ogenous. This is the foremost concern in any empirical research. The branch of
statistics/econometrics dealing with this concern is called causal inference. Tools
that fall under causal inference include (1) Instrumental Variable approach, (2)
Difference-in-difference, (3) Regression discontinuity, (4) Propensity score match-
ing, (5) experimentation and A/B testing.
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